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1Introduction: Pilot of Humara Sapna Toolkit under TRIF

The pandemic has not only impacted lives by affecting people’s 
health, but also unearthed certain systemic issues that have 
disproportionately affected the lower income populations. In India, 
young people have seen their dreams fall apart due to the adverse 
effects of the pandemic on their education, livelihoods, 
psychosocial health, and household finances at large. 

● Barwani, a tribal village in Madhya Pradesh (MP), hosts a 
total population of 303,026 youth. As a result of strong 
adherence to cultural practices and social norms, mobility 
of youth, irrespective of gender, is restricted. 

● The average annual household income is 63% of the State 
average. Almost 82% of young people are educated up to 
class 12 or below and are mostly unskilled. They face a lot 
of challenges with finding the right upskilling 
opportunities, and pursuing employment in private sector 
and entrepreneurship.

● Most of them are unable to secure jobs with a graduation 
degree, with about 1 in 25 youth certified in short term or 
long term training schemes, and 1 in 4 of the certified 
youth placed. 

● It becomes imperative to introduce last-mile solutions for 
youth in such geographies that helps them prioritize and 
plan for education; access relevant upskilling opportunities 
and vocational training for better livelihoods; instill saving 
and financial behaviors, by also accounting for health 
emergencies and other crises; and nurture health seeking 
behaviors. 2



1Introduction: Pilot of Humara Sapna Toolkit with TRIF

Humara Sapna toolkit is one such solution for the 
above problems that provides youth with ways to plan 
for, track and achieve their desired aspirations, all the 
while analysing their present situation. It allows for 
simulating life choices and their results, and means of 
bringing those learnings into their real lives.

The toolkit consists of a board game, that is layered 
with a life trajectory mapping exercise and a narrative.

The life trajectory mapping exercise provides youth 
with a tangible artefact that they can utilize to map 
their aspirations in detail against a timeline based on 
their priorities and track their progress on a guide. 
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1Introduction: Pilot of Humara Sapna Toolkit under TRIF

The story narrated before game play  is intended to 
insert a role model for youth to follow in the form of a 
‘champion’ who has achieved their aspirations. Each 
narrative focuses on a particular topic and underlines 
a specific lesson/behaviour that the protagonists have 
learned or demonstrated. 

The board game is intended as a feedback mechanism 
to ensure that the learnings and behaviours being 
imparted through the stories are being actively 
demonstrated by youth across multiple facilitated 
sessions. The game is broken down into 5 components 
and played across 5 days, in correspondence with the 
stories narrated. As new segments are added, they 
introduce increasingly complex scenarios for 
decision-making to the players.
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1Introduction: Various Decision Making Themes Covered 

DAY 1:
EXPENDITURE

DAY 2: SAVINGS & 
DEBT MANAGEMENT 

DAY 3: 
UPSKILLING

DAY 3/4: 
LIVELIHOOD

DAY 4:
RISK MANAGEMENT

/ Aspirational 
Expenses

Expenses out of 
choice - big & 
small

/ Necessary 
Expenses

Expenses of 
necessity/ 
compulsory 
move to 
purchase

/ Savings

Introduce 
savings concept

/ Debt 
Management

Introduce loans

Different interest 
rates or money 
lenders & banks

Repayment of 
loans 

Availability of 
schemes

/ Upskilling

Introduction to 
future pathways 

Education & skill 
training options

Primary, 
secondary and 
tertiary levels

/ Livelihood 

Introduction to 
jobs and 
entrepreneurial 
opportunities 

Primary, 
secondary and 
tertiary levels

/ Risk 
Management

Introduction of 
unforeseen 
contextual risks 
- floods, 
pandemic, 
accidents, theft 
to ensure risk 
preparedness 
and resilience

5

/ Surprises

Introduction of 
unforeseen 
surprises - 
prize money, 
birthday, 
lottery, festival, 
trophy

DAY 4:
CHANCE



1Introduction: Board Layout 
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2Objectives

The Humara Sapna Toolkit seeks to create a 
community-centric approach to building economic 
resilience by means of restoring a sense of hope and 
power in the hands of communities. 

Through the simulated gameplay sessions, it seeks to 
enable youth to plan their future and build self efficacy 
towards achieving their aspirations - small and big. 
This in turn would lead to socio-economic growth 
within families and communities at large and empower 
them with a sense of hope as well as economic and 
emotional resilience building. 

The action research provides insights into community 
perceptions towards the four defined components of 
resilience 
1 Standard of Life 2 Household Finance

3 Social Mobility 4 Income/ Livelihood 
Generation

1

2

3
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2Objectives

The toolkit integrates the action research insights and 
the economic resilience ToC framework and is focused 
towards community support services outcomes in the 
form of: 

(1) Aspirational planning and goal formation
(2) Building self-efficacy to achieve goals 
(3) Increasing income/livelihood sources
(4) Awareness and de-stigmatisation around stress 

and anxiety
(5) Increasing gendered access to institutions and 

services

The toolkit facilitates the tenets of 

(a) Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Promotion 

(b) Increasing access to Financial and Market Linkages 

(c) Creating access to and facilitation of Social 
Protection Schemes and convergence

4

5
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These sites have been purposively selected, as 
per TRIF recommendations, to ensure 
demographic and geographical representation 
from all communities and contexts.

3

10

Rajpur (1 block)
Julwaniya (1 block)Madhya Pradesh

Geography Selection 
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4Approach and Methodology
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The Humara Sapna toolkit was piloted with youth (18-25 yo) who 
are already enrolled under TRIF’s programs. It enabled them with 
achieving their life aspirations through the guided tool, based on 
the personas identified in the Action Research Survey. The 
recruitment was conducted through a selection criteria which 
was circulated as a Google form questionnaire by the field team.

4
1. Boys (18-21): 6 to 8 participants
2. Girls (18-21): 6 to 8 participants
3. Boys (22-25): 6 to 8 participants
4. Girls (22-25): 6 to 8 participants

4 Groups

Sample Selection 

Selection Criteria A conscious effort was made to ensure diversity on the following criteria:

● Religion
● Caste
● Academic background
● Marital Status
● Family Structure and Members
● Occupation
● Migration
● Proximity to bank and markets
● Beneficiaries of Government Schemes
● Economic Status- Household income/ type of house/ earning members 11



4Pilot Timelines: Phased approach

WEEK 1

CONTEXT SETTING

Orienting the toolkit to align 
with the context of Barwani, 
as per the action research, 
shared by TRIF

  
WEEK 2

PILOT PREPARATION

Testing the game through 
mock sessions, conducted 
within office, and tweaking the 
game mechanics based on 
insights 

Generating resources for 
efficient on field movement of 
the pilot 

  
WEEK 3

PILOT TESTING

The game was piloted on 
ground across 4 days, with 4 
groups, comprising of both 
girls and boys, between the 
ages of 18-25

  
WEEK 4

SENSE MAKING

Post pilot, the team analysed 
the recorded data, in the form 
of notes, audios and videos, to 
generate insights

  

PRE PILOT PILOT WEEK POST PILOT

12



4Methodology: Field Plan
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● Gathered in-depth understanding of the Action 
Research Survey shared by TRIF for context setting 
in Barwani

● Working sessions with TRIF to develop a 
recruitment criteria / screening form for participant 
selection 

● Design adaptations made to the toolkit in a tailored 
fashion to integrate with TRIF’s program 

Week 1 |  Context Setting



● Gathered information around TRIF’s on field youth hub 
activities, and layered them into the narrative and game 
play for community’s ability to reach out to TRIF’s 
services

● Conducted internal mock sessions to refine and tweak 
game mechanics, narrative arcs for an engaging 
gameplay experience

● Created gameplay and facilitation guides  for on-site 
documentation during pilot testing

● Adapted game visuals - boards and cards - for the 
purpose of the pilot’s objectives

● In person engagement with TRIF two days prior to the 
pilot to ensure smoother coordination between teams, 
tying loose ends prior to the testing

● Segregating participants into age specific groups

4

14

Week 2 |  Pilot Preparation

Methodology: Field Plan



Week 3 |  Pilot Testing
4Methodology

● The pilot was run across 4 days as opposed to 5 days,  
owing to the local cultural constraints

● Each day comprised of 4 sessions, with 1 session each 
for every group, running for approximately 45 minutes 
to an hour

● The session plan was as follows:
○ Recap of the previous day
○ Narration of the Story
○ Game Play
○ Debrief and feedback

● The team did morning huddles with the entire team 
to ensure everyone was on the same page, and 
demarcating roles for the duration of the sessions

● The sessions were followed by a debrief regularly 
within the Vihara team, and on alternate days with 
the TRIF team, to ensure that the sessions were 
iterative an feedback was incorporated on the go

● On the last day of the sessions, the partners visited 
the field and witnessed the proceedings of two 
sessions

● The week culminated with the share out of initial 
insights developed on the field and sharing of 
thoughts and feedback from all stakeholders

Recap: 5 Mins

Game Play: 30-60 Mins

Narrative: 10 Mins

Feedback: 5-10 Mins

Revisiting the previous day’s play 
and concepts

Playing the board, focus on a 
specific theme

Narration of the story to introduce 
the theme of the day

Asking for feedback on all 
components of the toolkit

SESSION LAYOUT:

15



4
Week 4 |  Sense Making

● The pilot was documented and synthesised by 
using the recorded data in the form of written 
notes, audio, and video materials generated on field

● Consolidated the learnings and insights generated 
from the data synthesis in accordance with the ToC 
document and the feedback shared on the initial 
insights

● Preparation of the presentation for the knowledge 
share-out meeting to discuss learnings from 
Phase-1 and recommendations for Phase-2.

Methodology

16



5User Journey
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In order to understand the impact of the game play on 
various participants, 4 distinct user journeys were created 
to assess the change across 4 sessions

Seeta

A young & driven girl, with bulk of family responsibility on 
her shoulders. She is aware of her options and has a clear 
vision for her future

Viren

A relatively settled young man, who has a positive outlook 
towards life. Wants to fulfill his family’s dreams and 
provide for them

Renu

A shy, reserved young girl. She has aspirations and dreams 
but does not speak much about them

Raju

A young & excited boy who is outspoken but lacks clarity 
with regards to his future

1

2

3

4



5User Journey: Seeta

EXPENDITURE
(DAY 1)

Does not spend 
throughout the game 
play

Majority of her buying 
decisions are a part of 
her last move in the 
game indicating 
playing carefully

SAVINGS
(DAY 2)

EDUCATION/ SKILLS
(DAY 3)

JOB/ BUSINESS
(DAY 3)

RISKS
(DAY 4)

Absent due to health 
reasons

Spends aggressively on 
her aspirations and 
goals. Pursues 
expenditure with a 
future investment 
mindset

Actively & confidently 
asks for help; helps 
other participants

Expenditure on 
furthering her 
business

Seeks help regarding 
the finances and 
business growth

Routinely saving 
through the session

Has a positive outlook 
towards risks

Is thoughtful about 
expenditure and uses 
her existing savings to 
tide over the risks

Very proud of her 
saving and spending 
decisions

DAYS

EX
PE

N
D

IT
U

R
E

Savings

100

200

300

400

500

600

0

Aspiration: Eager to start her own business to support 
her family

Key Takeaway: Action oriented, confidently asked for help and 
acted on the advice promptly. Game acted as a nudge for her to 
proactively seek information, and find ways to achieve her goals.

“Kuch nahi 
chahiye abhi”
-smilingly says

“Mujhe zaruri 
samaan lena hai 

ghar ke liye”
- Exit move

"khareedna hi 
hai?"

-On reaching 
necessary expense

Business toh start 
ho gaya, shop bhi 
khul gayi, ab isse 
badhaye kaise?”

-Help Card

“Mujhe Iphone 
lena hai aur ek 
saal mai self 

business karna 
hai”

-Aspirations

“khud ka kapde ka 
manufacturing 
kholna hai, loan 
kaise mil sakta 

hai?”
-Help Card

Aaj mai Barwani SBI 
gayi thi, mera sapna 
6 months mai shuru 

ho sakta hai"

“Sirf 50 Rs ka 
kharcha kiya 

maine”
-smilingly says

18



5User Journey: Viren

EXPENDITURE
(DAY 1)

Plays safe throughout 
the game

SAVINGS
(DAY 2)

EDUCATION/ SKILLS
(DAY 3)

JOB/ BUSINESS
(DAY 3)

RISKS
(DAY 4)

Absent due to 
personal work 

Wants to open his own 
shop

Speaks only about his 
personal aspirations 

Has a supportive family

Invests in completing 
his 12th certificate & 
skill training

Spends liberally on his 
dream of starting his 
own shop through 
upskilling 
opportunities

Uses the opportunity 
to fulfil his siblings' 
dreams along with his 
own (something that is 
revealed during the 
gameplay)

DAYS

EX
PE

N
D

IT
U

R
E

Savings

100

200

300

400

500

600

0

Aspiration: Wants to open his own shop; fulfill all his 
father’s dreams; driven towards familial responsibilities 

Key Takeaway: Keen on achieving his goals, had a sense of 
Hope Building through which he could carry out his 
aspirations and support his family

“Apneko makaan 
lena hain. Paise 

kam hain. Kaise kar 
sakte hain?" 

-Help Card

“Form daala hai” -On 
purchasing 12th 

Certificate

"Main bahut 
kam kharcha 
karta hoon”

had most saving 
in the session

“Neeche dukaan aur  
upar makaan 
banana hai”

-Talking about his 
aspirations

“Yeh to abhi hua
Dhai lakh laga ke bhi 

abhi khada hoon"
-On getting illnes

Sister ka sapna 
poora - laptop" 

"Bhai ke liye 
scooter. "Mera ek 
hua - dukaan ka" 

“Nahi loan 
abhi nahi”

19



5User Journey: Renu

EXPENDITURE
(DAY 1)

Has the most amount 
of savings within the 
group

Shy and silent 
throughout the session

SAVINGS
(DAY 2)

EDUCATION/ SKILLS
(DAY 3)

JOB/ BUSINESS
(DAY 3)

RISKS
(DAY 4)

Buys only from the 
necessary expenses

Saves 250 in the bank 
at the end of the 
session

Compared to the first 
day, opens up 
relatively more on this 
day

Openly and excitedly 
speaks about her 
aspiration to become a 
police officer

Spends only on 
necessary expenses

Does not invest in 
education as she is 
already pursuing her 
MA (Economics)

Playing with a savings 
mindset; spends only 
when necessary

Fulfils her dream of 
becoming a police 
personnel

Gets confident about 
asking for help when 
she sees her peer do 
so. eagerly asks for 
help with regards to 
her aspiration

Excited about not 
encountering any risks 
and being the first to 
complete the game

Saves all her money at 
the end of her game 
play session

DAYS

EX
PE

N
D

IT
U

R
E

Savings

100

200

300

400

500

600

0

Aspiration: Aims to become a police officer after 
completing her M.A, and before her marriage

Key Takeaway: Initially a quiet and shy persona; evolves to 
be more vocal and expressive about her aspirations, and 
proactively seeks support for achieving it. 

“Mujhe bhi help 
chahiye

Mai police ban 
na chahti hoon”

“Aisa lagta hai 
kaash mai bhi hoti 

(police). 
Independence Day 
par Jhanda kam 
aur police officer 
(female) ko zyada 

dekhti hoon”

"Main bahut kam 
kharcha karti 

hoon”
had most saving 

in the session

“Lena zaruri 
hai kya?”

-Upon landing 
on necessary 
expenditure

"matlab khatra 
paar kar liya 

maine"
-On safely crossing 

all risks on the 
board

“Haan bachat 
karni hai

Saare daal do”
-Exit move on the 

last board
20



5User Journey: Raju

EXPENDITURE
(DAY 1)

Buys whatever he likes 
in the cards

Does not give much 
thought to what he 
purchases

SAVINGS
(DAY 2)

EDUCATION/ SKILLS
(DAY 3)

JOB/ BUSINESS
(DAY 3)

RISKS
(DAY 4)

Buys only from the 
necessary expenses

Saves 200 Rs in the 
bank and keeps 250 
Rs with himself to 
carry forward the next 
day

Is unsure of what he 
wants to do; confused 
and does not write 
down his aspirations

Eager to complete his 
12th certificate

Focuses on savings

Playing with a savings 
mindset; spends only 
when required

Opts for a police job

Gains some clarity 
towards the end of the 
session about what his 
aspirations are

Visibly excited with 
the elements of risk 
and chance

Takes the risks in a 
sporting spirit

Excited to win a prize 
in cricket

DAYS

EX
PE

N
D

IT
U

R
E

Savings

"Shiksha 
chahiye 
ma'am"

"lakshya nahi 
hai, gyaan hi 
nahi hai, abhi 
pata nahi hai"

"Khareedna toh hai, 
par jo chahiye wo 

nahi hai"
- wants books but 
they are a part of 

necessary expenses

“Books chahiye, 
sabse sasti 

cheez”

"Police ki 
naukri chahiye 

ma'am"

"wow, just 
imagine"
-On getting 
chance card

100

200

300

400

500

600

0

Aspiration: Lacks clarity about what he wants to do Key Takeaway: Developed an understanding over the 4 
days about available options & channels through which he 
can approach whatever his aspirations might be
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6Pilot Insights
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6Insights
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The insights from the pilot were categorised under 5 
major themes:

Hope Building

Emotional Resilience

Economic Resilience

Individual as representative of a Household

Gender

1

2

3

4

5



Hope Building through Asset creation and a 
future-looking lens

While articulating aspirations, each participant hoped to 
create assets such as sufficient bank balance, acquire 
material items, own property, with differing reasons that 
reflected their aspirations and priorities. 

“Mera bank balance mobile number jitna bada hona 
chahiye”

“Parivaar madad karega. Par mujhe pehle plot khud ke 
paiso se khareedna hain. Phir neeche dukaan, aur upar 
makaan.”

Each participant looked at their future with hope and 
tentatively marked each aspiration-achievement within a 
timeline 

“Government job ke liye prepare kar raha hoon. Mummy 
papa ki sewa karni hain”

“Shaadi se pehle police officer banna hain. Aisa lagta hai 
kaash mai bhi hoti (police)”

“Mujhe model banna hain.”

6.1Insights: Hope Building
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Rebuilding lives, bouncing back

Most individuals aspired towards repicking or continuing 
formal education. The green opportunity cards leveraged 
them to achieve a certain degree within the game universe 

"Form daala ha 12th ka"

"shiksha chahiye ma'am"

"mujhe padhai wapas se karni hai. aisa lagta hai nahi 
chodni chahiye thi"

Gamification and Confidence Building

Taking the example of Renu, the game became a platform 
which provided comfort and confidence to assert her 
individual choice to pursue an aspiration. She could safely 
assert her individuality and seek help from TRIF to 
confidently fulfil her aspirations

6.1Insights: Hope Building
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Carrying Hope beyond the Gameplay 

The game provided the participants with agency to make 
choices. While some took time to open up, others latched 
on the game’s intention right from the start. While some 
tried to barter and negotiate between their small and big 
aspirations, others tried to aspire for both. This was 
indicative of planning towards their goals and the 
beginning of savings mindsets & behavioural patterns.

"Home lunga main. Sirf 400 nikalo, 1600 nahi, future bhi 
toh hain... 2028"

6.1Insights: Hope Building
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Playing as their Real Selves in the Game Universe

All participants tried to tie their own life experiences to the 
game play. This enabled them to play the game as themselves 
and their perspective on the gamification led to the 
articulation of their own lives, risks and ability to rise above 
and hope. 

This became increasingly evident as the game progressed, 
specially during the tenet of risk management (Day 4). One 
participant kept landing on health risks which depleted his 
savings from the four days. He said, connecting to his real life 
illnesses: 

“(Treatment mein) 2.5 lakh laga ke bhi khada hoon… ”

Importance of non-economic aspirations in Imagining 
Hope

Participants sought non-economic aspirations while playing 
the game. For instance, "Going to Shirdi", "Visiting Indore" 
were some of the aspirational short term goals the 
participants hoped to fulfil. 

Incorporating leisure and recreational elements within the. 
game play were seen to make the game more life like, than it 
already was.

6.2Insights: Emotional Resilience
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Collective Responses to Risks through Hope Building 
& non-Competitive Gameplay

Collective gameplay over the span of four days encouraged 
the ability to express and share experiences and lean on 
each other while landing on risks or finding it hard to save 
at the right junctures. While some participants helped 
others to think about their aspirations, others rooted for 
them or saved them from debt/ thrusted them towards a 
savings mindset.

A sense of non-competitive gameplay pervaded throughout 
the four days where ending the game did not signify 
victory.

Gestures such as cheering when the dice stopped at 6 and 
clapping when someone ended the level were initiated. 
These actions increased in frequency as risks were 
introduced. Sympathetic responses also suggested a sense 
of “being-together” during hope building

6.2Insights: Emotional Resilience
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Aspiring for Lesser-known Career Pathways through 
Gameplay

While many indicated wanting to be entrepreneurs or starting 
their small shop, few participants also came up with lesser 
common career options that they are trying to work towards. 
One boy said: 

“Hacking karna hain. Delhi, Noida mein training ke course 
hain. Pata nahi kis tarah ka, ethical hacking ya koi aur, par 
karna hain. YouTube pe hacking videos daalna hai aur paise 
kamaana hai 2025 tak.”, He is currently pursuing a BSc in 
Computer Sciences.

“Model banna hain.”, shared a participant from the younger 
girls’ group. 

These insights bring up need for community linkages to any 
additional support they would require to achieve their goal 
where a path may not be readily paved.

6.3Insights: Economic Resilience
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Singular vs Multiple Opportunity Cards

Participants either chose additional opportunities, or 
refrained from the same depending upon their needs and 
goals.

Participants reached a level of “fulfillment” where they were 
happy with what they had and did not have more aspirations 
as they seemed unrealistic. There was a constant internal 
conversation between their real life and the game universe.

One participant says:

"Mere ko naukri private lena hai. 200 ki. Naukri mil gayi, big 
business nahi chahiye. Naukri pe gaadi se jaenge"

After achieving what he had planned, he bought a car which 
would help him comfortable live his life.

6.3Insights: Economic Resilience
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Game Universe & Real Life Interplay: Re-situating 
Aspirations through Familial Gaze & Responsibilities

Real life individual and their family assets informed the 
participants' game aspirations. Aspirations towards family 
and self were expressed either in tandem or in contrast.

Gendered aspirations prevailed and reflected in 
participants’ choice-making. While girls reflected on the 
emotional caregiving they provide within their domestic 
units - either towards younger siblings or single parents, 
boys tried to “provide” for their families either through 
monetary assistance or asset creation.

6.4Insights: Individuals as representative of Households

31



Diversification through multiple revenue sources for 
familial stability

Responsibility towards family emerged as a factor in the 
way participants planned their aspirations and the 
opportunity cards they chose.

Few participants shared the importance of 
multiple-revenue sources for financial stability as they had 
to plan finances not just for themselves but even their 
families. One participant was actively seeking multiple 
livelihoods within the game and stated:

“Inn dino, ek income se kya hota hain. Multiple sources 
chahiye. Mere ghar pe sirf maa kamaati hain, woh ANM 
hain. Papa aur bhai nahi hain. Ghar pe bhabhi aur chhota 
bhai hain. Sirf ek single job mein point nahi hain.”

“Jo papa pooche, mujhe woh unke saamne table par 
rakhna hain.”

6.4Insights: Individuals as representative of Households

32



Implications of Gendered Perceptions of Education on 
Aspiration Setting

Most of the boys were already working while the girls were 
studying or not employed.

Most girls perceived pursuing education in two ways - as a 
means to achieve their larger goal or education as the 
larger goal in itself. Boys did not necessarily perceive 
education as a necessity to achieve their goals. Rather, 
they relied on larger capital or asset purchase to fulfil 
aspirations.

Access to Financial Literacy

None of the girls enquired about bank loan interest when 
the concept of loans was introduced and needed prompts, 
whereas boys directly asked questions without any 
prompts. Both, however, proceeded to choose the loan 
option in the gameplay

“Ma;am byaaz kitna milega bank mai?”

Shared concerns among girls and boys about being able to 
withdraw money once deposited in the bank.

6.5Insights: Gender
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Perceptions towards Spending Money & Gender

Frequency of expenditure - Girls groups said that they don't 
spend money and expenditure is mostly on a monthly or 
fortnightly basis 

"hum kahan kharcha karte hain" "Main bahut kam kharcha 
karti hoon"

Self and family expenditure - Some boys mentioned that they 
prioritise expenditure for family as much as their own

"Sister ka sapna poore kare, laptop khareeda... Bhai ke liye 
scooter li... Mere sapne saare pure nahi hue. Ek hua.”

Articulating Goals through Mental Timelines through 
Gender lens

While articulating their timelines, the boys expressed with 
specificity with respect to years,  whereas the girls based their 
timelines around bigger life events such as marriage 

“2030 tak bada business aur 2040 ke pehle bike, phir 4 
wheeler.” “2028 tak apna ghar banana hain.”

“Shaadi se pehle police officer” “Job karni hain shaadi se 
pehle”

6.5Insights: Gender
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6.6Overarching Insights (1)

35

● The gamification of the Tool was received well by 
all participants. Each new tile that was introduced 
with each board was noticed with murmur and 
excitement

● The idea of being able to save within a game and 
ask for help when confused was exciting to many. 
Many were not used to the idea of being engaged 
with, or seeking help in times of confusion.

● Participants did not play for themselves, they even 
played for their household. They kept in mind the 
impact of their financial decision on their siblings 
and parents. The game therefore is relevant not 
just for individual saving behaviours but also 
savings at the household level.

● Participants experienced highs and lows which 
impacted the way they broached their aspirations. 
The impact of their game losses and the ability to 
connect it with real life was remarkable. 
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● While girls loved playing the game itself, 
remarking that they have never played a game like 
this before, boys stated that they have played 
Ludo and Snakes & Ladders. 

● Visual elements such as colorful dice, colourful 
pawns, board visuals were exciting for participants 
along with the story of Radha and Rahul which 
helped them understand the board

● The element of completing a particular board and 
waiting for others to complete too was enjoyable 
as everyone was given three imaginary places to 
wait at - Tapri (chai stall), Movie Theatre and 
Under a Tree. participants looked forward to 
waiting after game play as much as they enjoyed 
gameplay

● One of the key takeaways for most of them was 
that life often brings in new turns and challenges, 
but with ample planning for one’s own and one’s 
family’s safeguard, it is possible to stay protected 
from the worst of calamities. 
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While the game worked well, in order for it to be 
finally piloted, we propose minor tweaks in the 
following areas:

Game Play

Facilitation

Pre- and Post-Assessment

1

2

3
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Visual Elements:

● Enhancing visual effectiveness of the cards 
through simplification of descriptions and visual 
elements such as more striking colour, relatable 
graphics, reduction in dependency on text

● Adding levels to opportunity cards to enable 
visualising the future in a progressive order 
thereby reducing the repetitiveness

● Reducing the currency denominators for a more 
contextual approach

● Incorporating an 'Action Dice' to increase the 
ability of participants to ask for help, foster 
interactions between the group, and ask more 
questions

Narrative Break

● Weaving break points into the gameplay, such as 
festivals, fairs, tea shops, to pace out the game 
without losing on the fun element. This enabled 
participants to play without a competitive spirit 
and provided them with the ability to leisure 
without any financial repercussions
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Setting up of ground Rules for facilitation

● This could be participatively done to further 
mitigate dynamics and strengthen trust between 
the team and participants

Sensitization and Empathy Training to Facilitators

● Training should include the lens of 
intersectionality, privilege, and marginalisation to 
ensure that the game is played out in an unbiased 
manner, creating comfortable space for the 
participants and implementation team members

● Enable implementation team to reduce any 
possible adverse influence from the 
implementation team on the gameplay objectives, 
the team being an external stimulus outside the 
group.

● Aid in strengthening trust and sharing of 
vulnerability between the participants and the 
team during gameplay discussions and the usage 
of help cards
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Supporting experiential learning activities

● Power walk with incorporation of intersectionality, 
aspirational planning and life trajectory in the role 
play. Played and discussed ideally with both boys 
and girls group combined

Energisers and sensory activities

● Introducing jingles, energisers, and other sensory 
and experiential activities pre and post sessions

● This would maintain spirit, generate excitement 
and help in team building and enhancing group 
solidarity
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Supporting mechanisms to increase effectiveness 

Humara Sapna Sheet: Strengthening the artefact to 
become a point of reference for the participants post 
game play sessions. Using a more visual format for an art 
based narration of their life trajectory.

Linkages with family in the form of family trees outlining 
sources of revenue, assets within the household can 
help participants create a balance between aspirations 
for self and family

Pacing out sessions to account for ample time for the 
participants to absorb, ruminate, and act upon the 
takeaways from the game play.

Narrative practices: Using the art based life trajectory 
sheet to link to get insight into how the participant 
perceives and shares their life story and how they see 
themselves, the role of their family and societal factors 
in it. This can be linked to narrative therapy practice 
interventions that work on thought and behaviour 
patterns in mindset shift towards empowering oneself. 


